Examples of Balloon Event Special Provisions.

As appropriate, include the applicable special provisions with the common special provisions in paragraph A of this section for events that include balloon events.

F. Balloon Event Special Provisions

1. Section 91.119(b) and (c) are waived to the extent necessary to allow participating balloons to compete in [insert the name of the balloon event here] under the terms and conditions set forth in the FAA approved procedures section of the Balloon Operations Manual.

2. The Balloon Operations Manual [Insert Name/Date] is incorporated into this CoW and becomes a special provision thereof. Any action contrary to the terms, controls, procedures, and conditions pertaining to safety set forth in the FAA approved procedures is grounds for cancellation of this CoW.

3. [Insert name of responsible person] shall ensure that each participating event crewmember has read and understands the FAA approved procedures section of the Balloon Operations Manual [Insert Name/Date] and the special provisions of this CoW.